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IYS Yatra Day 3
DAY 1 - EVENING CLASS
Topic - Jeevdaya (preaching is the essence)
By IYS admin ( prem kishor pr)
Notes There is no servants dear to me who is the dearmost to krsna. when we know
when we become dear to krsna, we becomes dear to devotees. one who
contribute in mission that makes our life transformation to all class of people(it's
not open just to senior person but this is preaching open to all. Here, preaching is
the essence😚, not nuisance)
for eg, if prasadam is not ready in time, if cooking is not in time, if not winding up
team here is not available than what will happen... preaching is the essence that
bring inspiration to others. for eg, even before we finish announcement of
bhagvad gita distribution that person took bhagavad gita. this is just inspired from
others, by mercy of devotees. this preaching essentially means activities of
compassion and makes connection in others. preaching is distribution of essence
of the supreme Lord. mother and father may not be appreciable what you are
doing, but you should inspire them to take this spirituality seriously and bring
transformation in their personal lives by your personal example.
jis bachhein ko nanga ghumte dekha hai
jis bachche ko sab karya karte hue dekha hai toh wo khush kaise dega? nahi
similarly, if you have pride in ourself then you can loose the power to transform
others to bring krsna consciousness.
whatever happiness gives you in temple that brings our nature compassionate to
serve and bring happiness in others. when you are preaching to others, it's not
preaching, it's act of compassions.
achar or behavior is not properly than we can't inspire others to take the krsna
consciousness in their lives.
just like you may chant 16 rounds or you may attend mangal arti just for sale of
attending and you don't have enthusiasm to serve others. than how you can bring
transformation to others?
Be compassionate to self, first and compassionate to others to make other krsna
consciousness and make life blissful.
thank you very much
hare krsna
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